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Pocket Ranger® Blog
We connect with nature lovers, park goers & outdoor enthusiasts to promote free, state-sanctioned State Park

& Wildlife apps.

Hop in a Chevy Colorado for Your Next Adventure!
Listen up adventure seekers—we have some thrilling news that we couldn’t be happier to share! ParksByNature

Network recently partnered up with Chevy Colorado, and we can hardly contain our excitement over this new

sponsorship. Not only is this amazing news for us, but it’s even better for you. With its roomy interior and ability

to excel in all types of terrain, the Chevy Colorado ensures you’ll have a fantastic outdoor experience and

makes driving to your favorite state parks and wildlife areas a lot more enjoyable. From the time you situate

yourself in the comfy seats to when you get to your destination and use it’s convenient 4G LTE high-speed Wi-Fi

(especially helpful for using your Pocket Ranger® apps!), there’s no doubt that the Chevy Colorado is an out-

standing choice for all adventurers.
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Get to your destination and use it’s convenient 4G LTE high-speed Wi-Fi.

Picture this: It’s a gorgeous weekend. Maybe you’re heading into the breathtaking mountains of Western New

York, exploring one of Ohio’s picturesque state parks, or hitting the surf in Virginia Beach. Whatever your pas-

sion, it’s time to get out and head for the hills. Of course you’ll want to bring your favorite �shing rod, lucky run-

ning shoes, beloved bicycle helmet, or treasured tent in tow. With the Chevy Colorado, �tting your gear is easy,

so you can spend more time exploring the outdoors and less time packing your truck.
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When you’re all set, weave through the city and then seamlessly head o� into the mountains. Its four-wheel disc

brakes and Duralife™ brake rotors reduce the wheel shutter while assuring overall durability. The electric pow-

er steering makes driving along a slick or icy street virtually the same experience as riding on a bone-dry road.

It’s built to withstand all the elements, whether you’re feeling adventurous on a rainy day, looking to explore

a snowy peak, planning to head o� the beaten path, or just want to have the perfect picnic.

After you decide on your adventure, you’ll be elated by how spacious and accommodating the Chevy Colorado

is. The two-tier loading and bed divider makes packing up your gear an easy task; you’ll �nd yourself trying to �ll

all the extra space rather than looking for room to squeeze in one last thing. A multitude of accessories are

available to accommodate any type of adventurer as well, such as bike racks, ski racks, hitches for trailers,

GearOn™ bed dividers, and much more.
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The Chevy Colorado makes adventuring easy with room for all your gear.

Not only is the Chevy Colorado roomy, but it provides a cozy, intuitive drive as well. The truck is immensely stur-

dy, so cruise along in luxury and security as your favorite jams stream out of the impeccable Bose speakers.

Meanwhile the thick windows and triple-sealed doors reduce the whistling wind and outside road noises—you

might have a bit of trouble convincing yourself to get out of the car once you �nally reach your destination!

The Chevy Colorado doesn’t stop there with its impressive features. Charge up those electronic devices along

the way in any of the four USB ports because you’ll be using them once you park. The truck can be turned into a
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hot spot with 4G LTE high-speed Wi-Fi, courtesy of OnStar. The signal is even stronger than what your devices

regularly receive. The best part of this feature is that you’ll be able to use your Pocket Ranger® mobile apps to

enhance your explorations!

With all the mind-blowing bene�ts, investing in a Chevy Colorado is a must for any outdoor enthusiast. Bring all

of your favorite gear, stay connected to other explorers near you, and stay up-to-date about any information

at nearby parks. It doesn’t really get much better than that! 

Head over to our Gear Store to add to your collection, then download our mobile apps to �nd a park near you!
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